NEW FURNITURE DESKING SYSTEMS - WORKSTATION AND OFFICE STANDARD DESIGN BASIS DOCUMENT (DBD)

INTRODUCTION

This Design Basis Document (DBD), Appendix A, establishes the design criteria for the new San Francisco Public Safety Building (SFPSB) Headquarters’ Workstation and Office Desking Systems furniture standards and outlines the systems design, components, design features and performance characteristics consistent with that design criteria. The DBD is intended to fix the SFPSB Workstation Standard "U01/U01-02" and Office Standard "U20" design and create the future framework for the detailed design, documentation and component specifications of each SFPSB Workstation Standard and Office Standard as outlined in this document. The DBD represents the systems furniture objectives of the SFPSB in terms of design features, modularity, systems functionality, performance, green building characteristics, and indoor air quality requirements.

The DBD serves to ensure consistency in the workstation and office design intent throughout the SFPSB’s systems furniture proposal review and selection process. The DBD ensures that the SFPSB workstation and office standard requirements for performance, environmental characteristics, and quality of construction are met. The DBD translates the workstation and office standards intent into specific component, configuration, material and dimensional requirements.

The DBD that follows provides an abridged description of the SFPSB Workstation Standard "U01/U01-02" and Office Standard "U20" and provides design details for the systems furniture requirements and acceptance criteria that embody SFPSB’s objectives in terms of the workstation and office standards functional uses at the new SFPSB Headquarters Building.